
#
#       !!!! Do NOT edit this makefile with an editor which replace tabs by spaces !!!!    
#
##############################################################################################
# 
# On command line:
#
# make all = Create project
#
# make clean = Clean project files.
#
# To rebuild project do "make clean" and "make all".
#

##############################################################################################
# Start of default section
#

TRGT = arm-none-eabi-
CC   = $(TRGT)gcc
CP   = $(TRGT)objcopy
AS   = $(TRGT)gcc -x assembler-with-cpp
HEX  = $(CP) -O ihex 
BIN  = $(CP) -O binary 

MCU  = cortex-m3

# List all default C defines here, like -D_DEBUG=1
DDEFS = -D_USE_STDPERIPH_DRIVER

# List all default ASM defines here, like -D_DEBUG=1
DADEFS = 

# List all default directories to look for include files here
DINCDIR = ./firmware/CMSIS/CM3/DeviceSupport/ST/STM32F10x ./firmware/CMSIS/CM3/CoreSupport \
   ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/inc ./src ./STM8S_D ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/inc \
   ./STM32_EVAL

# List the default directory to look for the libraries here
DLIBDIR = 

# List all default libraries here
DLIBS = 

#
# End of default section
##############################################################################################

##############################################################################################
# Start of user section
#

# Define project name here
PROJECT = dfu

# Define linker script file here
LDSCRIPT_ROM = ./stm32_flash.ld

# List all user C define here, like -D_DEBUG=1

 Comment. Everything after # until end of line is 

  = denotes definition of a variable (and we will use the word „macro“ 
for „variable“ further in this document). Before = is the name of the 
macro.
Macros (string variables) are used to define repeatedly used strings, 
and allow to perform various „magic“ (generate derived macros
using a set of built-in functions).
For example, here, a macro named TRGT is defined, to  „contain“ 
arm-none-eabi- , which will be used in the following part
of makefile as a prefix for all related tools; if one wishes to use a different 
toolset for a different processor with a different prefix, it‘s enough to 
change it at this one place.

Backslash at the end of the line means that line is „extended“ by the content
of the subsequent line, exactly as in C. 
It is not necessary to insert further spaces at the beginning of the 
subsequent
line – here it is only done for extra clarity and aesthetic.
Some macros, such as this one, define a list of strings, separated by spaces
(more precisely by whitespaces, including tabulator), processed further later

Example of using a macro. $(TRGT) is replaced by the string
from the macro‘s definition, i.e. macro CC now „contains“
 arm-none-eabi-gcc.
Any „expression“ enclosed in $() is replaced by make 
according



UDEFS = 

# Define ASM defines here
UADEFS = 

# List C source files here
SRC  = ./src/main.c \
► ./src/usb_prop.c \
► ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/src/usb_mem.c \
► ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/src/usb_core.c \
► ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/src/usb_sil.c \
► ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/src/usb_init.c \
► ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/src/usb_int.c \
► ./src/hw_config.c \
► ./src/usb_pwr.c \
► ./src/usb_istr.c \
► ./src/usb_desc.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/stm32f10x_exti.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/stm32f10x_usart.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/stm32f10x_spi.c \
► ./STM8S_D/stm32_8d.c \
► ./firmware/STM32_USB-FS-Device_Driver/src/usb_regs.c \
► ./firmware/CMSIS/CM3/CoreSupport/core_cm3.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/stm32f10x_flash.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/stm32f10x_rcc.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/stm32f10x_gpio.c \
► ./firmware/STM32F10x_StdPeriph_Driver/src/misc.c \
► ./src/flash_if.c \
► ./src/spi_flash.c \
► ./src/spi_if.c \
► ./src/dfu_mal.c \
► ./firmware\CMSIS\CM3\DeviceSupport\ST\STM32F10x\system_stm32f10x.c

# List ASM source files here
ASRC = ./firmware/CMSIS/CM3/DeviceSupport/ST/STM32F10x/startup/gcc_ride7/startup_stm32f10x_md.s

# List all user directories here
UINCDIR = ./inc

# List the user directory to look for the libraries here
ULIBDIR =

# List all user libraries here
ULIBS = 

# Define optimisation level here
OPT = -Os

#
# End of user defines
##############################################################################################

INCDIR  = $(patsubst %,-I%,$(DINCDIR) $(UINCDIR))
LIBDIR  = $(patsubst %,-L%,$(DLIBDIR) $(ULIBDIR))
DEFS    = $(DDEFS) $(UDEFS)
ADEFS   = $(DADEFS) $(UADEFS)
OBJS    = $(ASRC:.s=.o) $(SRC:.c=.o)
LIBS    = $(DLIBS) $(ULIBS)
MCFLAGS = -mcpu=$(MCU)

I used this character to denote  tabulator character, so that it could be seen here.
Tabulators have an important role in makefiles, so it is necessary to use an editor 
that preserves them (i.e. doesn‘t convert them to spaces).
This particular place is not such a syntactically important usage, this – exactly as 
the one above using spaces – is only part of a style for splitting a long line to several ones.
This is a list of source files and it could quite well be written in a single long line too, using 
single spaces as a separator.

This is not directly related to makefile, but it‘s good to know: in *NIX systems (thus in tools
related to C) there is a lot of written and unwritten conventional rules, and departing from them 
may result in various „mysterious“ problems without any diagnostics whatsoever. One of these
rules is that C source file names have a  .c suffix (and this means strictly lowercase c). 
The translator (traditionally called cc, in GNU environment gcc, i.e. „main driving“ program
which „knows“, how to call the individual components of the translation suite - i.e. preprocessor,
compiler, assembler, linker - adding various switches to these calls), based on this suffix
guesses, what is the language in which the source is written, and based on this it uses the
appropriate comipler (unless this process is overriden by user using switches to the cc‘s call).
One notable related gotcha lies in using .C (capital C), which means C++ source! 
(This is one of the many great Unix hacks, backfiring occasionally, especially in Windows,
which inherited a confused approach to case sensitivity from its DOS ancestry.)

The same issue: suffix .s means assembler source.
It may be a surprising suffix (one would expect .asm or at least .a 
given UNIXens ever-present quest to minimize keystrokes), but 
it has historical roots: assembler was here as the first translator
thus all source texts were assembler sources back then.

This is still just another macro definition, but using „magic“ in form of a function, executed/interpreted by make.
patsubst is abbreviated „pattern substitution“. This keyword is followed by a space and then three fields separated
by commas.
First, look at the last field, this is the source list of strings; and note that „magics“ can be nested – here the list
is created by concatenating already existing DINCDIR and UINCDIR macros.
Then, for each string from the list, the first field (where % is a wildcard) is matched to to that string, whatever did
not fit into % is thrown away, and whatever fitting into % is used with the second field.
This is an overly complex thus not the best example to explain this function. 
Would we have $(patsubst %.c,%.o,foo.c bar.c foobar.c), first, foo.c is taken from the list in the last field, 
it matches to first field if %=foo, the rest is thrown away, and substituting for % to second field yields foo.o. 
This is then repeated with bar.c and foobar.c, so the whole „magic“ results in a list foo.o bar.o foobar.o.
In the original example the result of magic is a list of paths from both DINCDIR and UINCDIR, except -l is added 
before every item, and this all constitutes the content of a new macro named  INCDIR.

This is simple: the lists from macros DDEFS and UDEFS are concatenated and result is stored into macro 

Another magic; more precisely two magics after each other, so the result is their concatenation. In fact these are patsubst too, 
except written in an alternative, maybe more intuitive form, and works exclusively on file suffixes (assuming that the „input“ 
is a list of files with suffixes). The resulting list contains the same filenames except their suffixes changed.
Homework: rewrite into $(patsubst ) form... :-)



ASFLAGS = $(MCFLAGS) -g -gdwarf-2 -mthumb -Wa,-amhls=$(<:.s=.lst) $(ADEFS)
CPFLAGS = $(MCFLAGS) $(OPT) -gdwarf-2 -mthumb -fomit-frame-pointer -Wall -Wstrict-prototypes -fverbose-asm -Wa,-ahlms=$(<:.c=.lst) $(DEFS)
LDFLAGS_ROM = $(MCFLAGS) -mthumb -nostartfiles -T$(LDSCRIPT_ROM) -Wl,-Map=$(PROJECT).map,--cref,--no-warn-mismatch $(LIBDIR)

# Generate dependency information
CPFLAGS += -MD -MP -MF .dep/$(@F).d

#
# makefile rules
#

all: ROM

flash_new: $(PROJECT).bin
► $(OPENOCD) --file openocd_cm3.cfg -c "init" \
► -c "script openocd_cm3_flash.script"

ROM: $(OBJS) $(PROJECT).elf $(PROJECT).hex $(PROJECT).bin

%o : %c 
► $(CC) -c $(CPFLAGS) -I . $(INCDIR) $< -o $@

This is so called automatic variable < (if used standalone, it would be $< ; here, as it is used within the 
suffix-changing „magic“ explained above, it can lose the $ sigil (yes, it is a word, look it up)). It will be explained later,
as they are closely related to the concept of rules, which will be explained later :-) .
Note, that macros are not replaced for their „content“ immediately, but first the whole makefile is read in, and macros
are replaced („expanded“) only when actually used in rules. Only then also nested macros are replaced, recursively.

Additional items can be appended to lists in macros using += instead of standalone = . 

Finally, the real stuff: defining rules. Rules are the principial raison d'être of makefiles.
Each rule has the following structure: target : prerequisites , and the subsequent lines, which MUST start with tabulators, contain commands, 
executed if the target does not exist or one of its prerequisites is newer than the target. But before that, every prerequisite 
is examined whether there exists a rule for it, and if yes, that rule is executed first to obtain a potentially newer prerequisite. This process is executed
recursively for the whole tree of sources. (In other words, targets depend on their prerequisites, recursively.)
If there is no rule for a prerequisite, and there is no file with such name, this prerequisite is ignored.
(One major gotcha is that make has a whole bunch of built-in implicit rules, which may cause surprising results e.g. if files with unusual suffixes are 
present, resulting in attempts to run exotic programs associated with such suffixes.)
Normally, both target and prerequisites are files and the commands in rules are there to create or recreate the target from the prerequisites.
But there are also auxilliary targets, not existing as files (see .PHONY below at the rule for clean). This all target is such a phony target, and it depends 
on another phony target ROM, and there are no commands given as there‘s no need to create a file named all. So this rule has just one purpose: 
to cause target ROM to be examined for rules for it.
There are several reasons for having a rule for phony target all here. One of them is, that name of target is the main and only parameter when 
invoking make (except switches. Btw. this invocation syntax breaks the unwritten rule that the main parameter of a program is the main file processed 
by this program – so, quite surprisingly, if one wants to use a makefile which is not called makefile one has to pass it to make using the -f switch.)  
There is also a conventional rule in UNIXen for each project to have a make target all, so that writing make all in the source directory results 
in translating of  the complete project. There is also a reason for all being the first target: when make is run without a main parameter, the first rule is
executed.

Another rule for a phony target, again its sole purpose is to start examining its prerequisites, 
here, a list created by replacing these macros (in this case resulting in all binary files
which are the expected final output of this project).

This is a „real“ rule (i.e. aimed at creating/recreating real files). It has % in its target and prerequisites. Such 
rule
is called „pattern rule“. Similarly to the patsubst „magic“, % works here as a wildcard – each time a rule for 
a file is looked for, for every rule in the makefile make attempts to fit the file name to the target, and in case of
match the % is substituted for the portion of file name which fit into %. So, this particular rule is good for any
file with extension .o. The prerequisit is then a file with the same name but the extension changed for .c.
This is not a very nice example, usually it is explicitly indicated that extensions are to be considered, i.e. 
%.o : %.c. However, this is of little concernt, as typically such makefiles are used in such a manner that 
only files explicitly listedin macro OBJS are to be re/created, and they all have suffix .o as result of substitution 
(i.e. it is unlikely that a random file with full name ending with letter o is to be re/created).

This is a new „magic“, where $< is replaced by a complete list of prerequisits (after % substitution). 

Similar „magic“ - $@  is replaced by the string representing target (again after % substitution). 



%o : %s
► $(AS) -c $(ASFLAGS) $< -o $@

%elf: $(OBJS)
► $(CC) $(OBJS) $(LDFLAGS_ROM) $(LIBS) -o $@

%hex: %elf
► $(HEX) $< $@

%bin: %elf
► $(BIN) $< $@

clean:
► -rm -f $(OBJS)
► -rm -f $(PROJECT).elf
► -rm -f $(PROJECT).map
► -rm -f $(PROJECT).hex
► -rm -f $(PROJECT).bin
► -rm -f $(SRC:.c=.c.bak)
► -rm -f $(SRC:.c=.lst)
► -rm -f $(ASRC:.s=.s.bak)
► -rm -f $(ASRC:.s=.lst)
► -rm -fR .dep

# 
# Include the dependency files, should be the last of the makefile
#
-include $(shell mkdir .dep 2>/dev/null) $(wildcard .dep/*)

# *** EOF ***

„Pattern rule“ differs from a „normal“ rule in that each prerequisits must exist or there must exist a rule for it. Otherwise the rule is 
ignored.
This allows to write several rules for the same target pattern (here: %o), differing in prerequisites.
In this case, if for a target ending in o there exists a source ending in c (see previous rule), a compiler defined by macro CC is called;
if there exists a source ending in s, assembler is called (defined by macro AS). If there‘s no matching file ending in c or s, there is no rule 
for such target in this makefile.

This is the last „normal“ rule, so let‘s now just talk about what happens after running make. 
As we mentioned already, make run with no main parameter executes the first target so it‘s here equivalent of running 
make all. Phony target all has a single prerequisite, ROM, and that in turn has several prerequisites to be examined:
- list in macro OBJS, which are names of source files with suffixes replaced by .o, so the two pattern rules
 %o: %c and %o : %s apply to them. In other words, this translates C and assembler sources into objects.
- $(PROJECT).elf, having rule %elf: $(OBJS), resulting in call of the linker, which creates an .elf „executable“
from all the object files. As this rule has OBJS as its prerequisite, adding  OBJS to prerequisites of  ROM is
superfluous, but harmless
- $(PROJECT).hex and $(PROJECT).bin – there are pattern rules for both, with commands creating the respective
binary file from the .elf file. As both have .elf as their prerequisite, having .elf as prerequisite of ROM is again superfluous 
even if harmless.

Another rule for a phony target. This target is not a prerequisite of any other rule, and it is not the first rule, so
the only way to execute this rule is to run make with explicit parameter as make clean.
There is a customary rule in UNIXen that each makefile will have a clean target; and that, by erasing
all files created in the course of make all – both intermediary and final - will „restore“ the „original“ state of the 
project.
In some incarnations of  make, a special target  .PHONY is implemented. All phony targets should be listed
as a prerequisite to this special target. For these targets then make ignores an eventual existence of a real file
with such name (which might render rules with phony targets ineffective, as they tend to have no 
prerequisites).

We have previously recognized several distinct „line forms“ in makefile: definition of macro (recognized through using = ), 
definition of a rule (recognized through containing : ) and commands in rules (indicated by leading tabulator).
If no such „line form“ is recognized, the line is attempted to be interpreted as one of the directives.
At this line, include is a directive which simply inserts the content of the named file(s) into the given makefile. 
The - prefix indicates, that there shall be no warning issued if such file does not exist. A list of files is given as parameter,
here created by wildcard „magic“, working in and expected way similarly as wildcards work in OS.
To suppress wildcard complaining of nonexistence of .dep (leading dot in file names in UNIXen indicate hidden file/directory,
i.e. applications shall normally not list these files), the preceding „magic“ is used – its purpose is to create directory .dep
if does not exist, while its output is redirected to „nowhere“, so it does not contriute to the list of files passed to include.  
(Note, that incarnations of make coming from UNIX-like environments tend to have attached a traditional UNIX shell in 
some
way, and many makefiles expect the existence and behaviour of all common UNIX commands.)
The purpose of this line is to import files containing listsl of dependencies between source files – usually it is a dependency 
of .c programs on all #included .h files, recursively. This list is generated by the preprocessor, which actually performs
the #include during translation, traditionally using switch -M and its variants (here see  
CPFLAGS += -MD -MP -MF .dep/$(@F).d and the pages of gcc manual dealing with these switches).


